Lenze Training

Training
the easy way.

As easy as that.
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Developing ideas

Drafting concepts

Are you looking to build the best machine
possible and already have some initial ideas?
Then get these down on paper together with
us, starting with small innovative details
and stretching all the way to completely
new machines. Working together, we will
develop an intelligent and sustainable concept
that is perfectly aligned with your specific
requirements.

We see welcome challenges in your machine
tasks, supporting you with our comprehensive
expertise and providing valuable concepts for
your innovations. Here, we take a holistic view
of the individual motion and control functions
and draw up consistent, end-to-end drive
and automation solutions for you – keeping
everything as easy as possible and as extensive
as necessary.

Training
that gives you
freedom.
We are with you in all 5 phases of your engineering process,
helping you to create the perfect solution for your machine
tasks. This gives you enough freedom for what is most
important: your ideas. To assist you, we also offer you a wide
range of training courses, giving you a chance to get to know
our products, drive solutions and automation systems. Add our
expertise to your experience, and make your working days more
effective, safer, and one thing above all: easy.
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Implementing solutions

Manufacturing machines

Ensuring productivity

Our easy formula for satisfied customers is
to establish an active partnership with fast
decision making processes and an individually
tailored offer. We have been using this easy
principle to meet the ever more specialised
customer requirements in the field of machine
building for many years.

Functional diversity in perfect harmony: as
one of the few full-range providers in the
market, we can provide you with precisely
those products that you actually need for
any machine task – no more and no less.
Our L-force product portfolio, a consistent
platform for implementing drive and
automation tasks, is invaluable in this regard.

Productivity, reliability and new performance
peaks on a daily basis – these are our key
success factors for your machine. After delivery,
we offer you cleverly devised service concepts
to ensure continued safe operation. The
primary focus here is on technical support,
based on the excellent application expertise
of our highly-skilled and knowledgeable aftersales team.

The right
training
for any task.

The benefits for you:

Time savings

Proximity

Every second counts, so learn about
what you can achieve with our
portfolio in short, module-type
seminars. They will enable you to focus
on the thing that is really important:
how to implement your project quickly
and efficiently.

Take part in the training you need when
it suits you best: we offer our courses in
many locations in Europe, all year round.
This keeps you flexible in terms of both
time and place.

Variety
Always the right kind of training: our
very diverse range of seminars is geared
towards your engineering process.

Expertise
Hands-on learning experience: all our
courses are practical, application-based
and taught by experienced trainers. You
will find it easy to integrate what you
learn into your day-to-day work,
straight away.
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Developing ideas & drafting concepts

Implementing solutions & manufacturing machines

Start-up
training

Commissioning and
application training

•
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Design engineer
Project planner
Application engineer
Programmer

The ideal choice right from the start: our
one-day start-up training courses give you
a quick and very practical introduction to
what our products, solutions and systems
can do for you. Knowing this will make it
easy for you to make the best choices
when you implement your machine
concept.

Design engineer
Project planner
Application engineer
Programmer
Commissioning engineer

Getting your machine operating quickly:
technical expertise is essential for
successfully implementing your ideas. In our
commissioning and application training for
systems you will get to know our products
and software in more detail – for seamless
application and smooth operation.
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Ensuring productivity

Service
training
• Maintenance engineer
• Commissioning engineer

Safeguarding operation in the long term:
our service training will equip you with
the practical knowledge you need for
reliable machine diagnostics and rapid
troubleshooting. And for the worst-case
scenario, you will learn how to replace
faulty elements quickly and make your
machine ready for operation once again.

Explore our wide-ranging training
programme now, and book the course of
your choice. Simply visit us at

www.Lenze.com/training

13437151

